Obtaining the Best Value Through the Use of Vendor Rosters

What we found
During the audit we observed that many aspects of the program were performed appropriately and consistently, including:

- Roles and responsibilities were clearly defined and documented;
- PMMD was working with operating divisions and providing guidance where needed;
- Purchasing activity was generally compliant in terms of scope, vendor selection, and staying within the $500,000 per purchase limit.

Several opportunities for improvement were identified, summarized below:

Rosters Should be Designed to Obtain the Best Value

- There are a number of rosters that use a rotational purchasing method. This means that they attempt to distribute their purchases evenly to each qualified vendor, in contrast with other rosters that use a competitive bidding system. This may cause the City to pay a higher price than it needs to, particularly when the prices vary widely between vendors.
- Specifying a roster size that is too small, or screening out potential vendors using an unnecessary amount of mandatory requirements, may cause qualified vendors to be excluded, reducing the overall quality of the City's vendor pool.

Oversight of Program Activity Needs to be Strengthened

- In early 2017, PMMD introduced steps to address the risk of unbalanced bidding for its purchases, particularly in construction. These steps are currently not being applied to roster purchases.
- There are currently no clear guidelines on managing contractor/subcontractor relationships in rosters. This may sometimes cause conflict of interest situations to go unnoticed or unresolved.
- Several of the control processes including periodic reviews, quarterly reports and keeping the roster inventory up to date were not being consistently performed.

Process Improvement

- The efficiency and effectiveness of the program can be improved by making various adjustments, including strengthening the reporting process, simplifying data input requirements, and making use of data already contained in the SAP financial system.
- PMMD can increase uptake of the program by maintaining an accurate list of active rosters and posting this information to the City's intranet.

How Recommendations will Benefit the City
Implementing the eight recommendations in this report will help provide better value by improving the roster design, strengthen oversight, and increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the program.